Clio's Assistants: A Tool Suite for Exploring Student Web Usage

Since the inception of the World Wide Web, faculty members have been developing online course materials. However, there is little careful analysis of how students use these Webs. In particular, do more successful and less successful students use course webs and associated materials differently? Are usage patterns similar to those of printed resources, or do students explore materials differently on the Web? To answer questions like these, educators and researchers need tools that allow them to closely examine student use of Web materials. Building upon user tracking tools that gather information on student usage, including the time each reader arrives at and spends on each page, the use of multiple windows, and the links followed from page to page, the authors implemented Clio's Assistants, a customizable suite of tools that permits exploration of student Web usage patterns both graphically and textually. The graphical tools include simple bar charts, customizable directed graphs, and "replays" of student sessions. Textual tools include: simple statistical summaries, human-readable log files, database queries, and an advanced pattern matching language. Through these tools, one can identify and explore patterns of Web usage. (Contains 11 references.) (Author)
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1 Introduction

Although a number of tools are used to create educational computing resources, the World Wide Web (Berners-Lee et al. 1994) is perhaps the most popular mechanism for creating computerized educational resources. The Web provides many advantages, including easy design of documents, "universal" access (most Web pages can be accessed from anywhere on the Internet), and the ability to incorporate local and remote documents in a course Web.

Students use course Webs in a variety of ways. For example, some students explore course webs using only one window while others open multiples windows (e.g., one to hold the current problem being studied, another to hold reference materials, and a third to hold current news). Similarly, some students will visit each link on a page while others will be very careful in their selection of links. Are there patterns that successful students seem more likely to use? Do students' usage patterns evolve over time? And, perhaps most importantly, can less successful students benefit from using the patterns of more successful patterns?

Scholars cannot answer any of these questions until there are ways to identify and explore these usage patterns. The goal of Project Clio is to provide tools that allow analysts to identify and experiment with usage patterns. Clio works in three phrases: gathering (Clio's Watchers), synthesis (Clio's Accountants), and analysis (Clio's Assistants). Clio's Watchers are a collection of tools that gather information while a student is browsing the Web. By using the Web Raveler architecture (Kensler and Rebelsky 2000), Clio's Watchers are able to gather information on student usage whether students are on a local or remote site. Because the data gathered by Clio's Watchers are repetitious and make some information (such as time on page) implicit, Clio's Accountants convert the raw data into more useful data that are then stored in a relational database. Finally, Clio's Assistants provide customizable ways to explore those data. The key aspects of Clio's Watchers are that they gather data for a group of individuals (e.g., all members of a course) and that the gather data for all pages those individuals visit, whether they are local or remote.

Clio's Assistants provide the focus of this paper. In Section 2, we describe the primary assistants. In Section 3, we describe a typical interaction with Clio's Assistants. In Section 4, we compare Clio and Clio's Assistants to other hypertext analysis tools. In Section 5, we revisit the need for Clio and Clio's Assistants. Finally, in Section 6, we consider future directions for Clio.
2 Clio’s Assistants: The Suite of Tools

The Clio’s Assistants Tool Suite is a collection of tools, both graphical and textual, that allows analysts to explore the ways in which students use the Web. At the core of this exploration is the notion of classification. Although Clio’s Assistants permit analysts to explore usage of individual pages (e.g., How long did the average student spend looking at exercise 3?), most assistants allow analysts to consider groups of pages (e.g., When confronted with an exercise, what kind of page did student X most likely visit before entering an answer? Or From what pages were students more likely to leave the local course Web?). The classification of pages is relatively straightforward: For each class of pages, the analyst enters (1) one or more patterns (e.g., “all pages whose URL begins with http://www.cs.grinnell.edu/~rebelsky/Examples”), (2) a classification (e.g., “Examples”) and (3) a shorthand for the classification (e.g., “E”). Classifications are stored permanently in the system. Links may be classified in two ways: by the internal link type (the REL attribute) or by pairs of patterns. Because links depend closely on the particular pages used (e.g., while a link from sect3.5.html to sect2.4.html in the same directory is probably a “prerequisite information” link, not all links between sections are prerequisite links), internal link types are preferred.

Once analysts have classified pages, they may explore the usage logs with both graphical and textual tools. These tools range from simple summaries (textual and bar charts) to complex representations of the data (e.g., as a directed graph or animation over time). Direct access to the “nearly raw” data is also available. In the following paragraphs, we describe the tools in more detail.

Bar Chart: Simple Graphical Summaries Often the best way to begin exploration of data is with a simple overview of the most “popular” parts of a site. Bar charts concisely represent a large amount of data in a simple and quick way. The Bar Chart tool permits analysts to quickly explore a number of comparative relations. For example, bar charts can be generated for number of visits versus URLs (for a group of students) to get a feel for which pages students visit most often, or time spent versus classification to explore how students are dividing their time. We are currently exploring ways to let analysts explore the data within each bar of the chart. For example, upon finding that students spend a lot of time on example pages, an analyst might then ask to see a bar chart of the more popular URLs for example pages.

Summary Statistics: Simple Textual Summaries While the Bar Chart tool provides a general overview of popularity, the overview is limited to one type of thing (URLs, Classification, etc.). The Summary Statistics tool generates a variety of statistical information about the browsing session of a particular user or multiple users. While we are currently exploring the most appropriate information to provide, it currently provides the mean and median time spent on pages, most visited URL, most visited Web domain, most visited classification, and similar data.

Slideshow: Graphical Replays When exploring the patterns of a single student, it is sometimes most useful to watch exactly what the student did: what pages did she visit and in which order, with which on the screen simultaneously. While it would be best to be able to watch over the students shoulder, the Slideshow tool provides a reasonable substitute in that it “replays” the original Web pages visited by the students chronologically, with multiple simultaneous pages shown in different frames. This display is supplemented with additional information, such as time spent on each page and the referring page. This tool is particularly useful when the content of the page, and not just the classification, is of interest.

Directed Graph: Complex Graphical Summaries The tools described so far provide only basic information about usage. How can an analyst find more complex patterns? The Directed Graph tool provides users with a more sophisticated graphical means of examining a browsing history. A directed graph consists of nodes (dots) and directed edges (arrows) that are used to illustrate Web pages and link between those pages, respectively. Different characteristics of the nodes and edges can be set to correspond to different aspects of the pages and links. For example, different colors might represent different classifications and different node sizes might represent different amounts of time spent on a page. Similarly, the color of a link might represent its classification. Alternately, the color of a node might represent the sequential time at which it was visited (making it easier to consider patterns involving multiple windows; similarly colored nodes are likely onscreen at the same time).

Each of a node’s four characteristics can be associated with one of eight attributes of the corresponding Web page. The node characteristics are color, size, horizontal position, and textual label. Page attributes include URL, classification, site, title, sequence number (in terms of pages visited in current window), arrival time, maximum time on page, and total time on page. At present, each link has only one customizable characteristic, its color. The color may represent link type, sequence number, or number of times the link was followed.
Each node of a directed graph represents a distinct (window, URL) pair. The directed graph is displayed in one of two frames, with the second frame being reserved for node information. When a node is clicked on, information such as number of page visits, timestamps and URL all become visible in the second frame. Also located in this frame are controls for zooming in and out on the entire graph.

The directed graph may prove beneficial to those who can most easily see patterns with the aid of visuals. Because many nodes and edges can all be examined quickly, patterns of usage become apparent to the user. Combining the graphical means of pattern exploration with the highly customizable attributes of the graph, the directed graph can be an excellent tool for pattern analysis.

Pattern Matching: Complex Exploration of Log Files Once an analyst has identified a pattern through one of the previous tools (e.g., they may see one student who follows many links, but often backtracks, as if they followed the wrong link) or through speculation (e.g., one might postulate that good students always check prerequisite links; the best students quickly realize that they know the prerequisite material and return to the page), analysts may then wish to explore when and how often that pattern occurs within the browsing history of a single student or the class. The Pattern Matching tool is particularly useful for searching through the logs of all students being tracked and letting the analyst see how many and who are following a certain pattern. For example, consider the following sequence of events:

1. The student went to a 'Search Engine' page.
2. The student went to a 'Search Results' page for less than ten seconds.
3. The student went back to a 'Search Engine' page.

This pattern would most likely indicate a failed search. Because the Pattern Matching tool relies on classifications, failed searches can be found at Yahoo and Lycos, not just Google. The Pattern Matching tool has a small language embedded in it that shortens queries to just a few characters. For example, the pattern above would be written in this language as 'SE/SR(<10)/SE'. SE here stands for Search Engine, SR for Search Results, the '/' indicates, "and then," and the brackets indicate a time interval. The Pattern Matching language provides a number of other special patterns, including an "or", an "at the same time as" and even a way to classify pages on the fly. The results are returned as time intervals for a particular user, and links are provided to the directed graph, the log file, and the slideshow.

We consider the time-on-page pattern particularly useful as it helps one distinguish between apparently similar by actually dissimilar navigation strategies. Consider the pattern “Problem, Reference Page, Example”. A student who follows that pattern may be one who wants to read the reference completely and then view some examples. It could also be one who is simply using the reference page as a quick way to get to an example because there is no link to an example from the problem. How can you tell the difference? If the student spends a lot of time on the reference page, the student is probably reading the page. If the student spends only a short amount of time on the reference page, the student is probably using the page as a quick way to get to an example.

“Nearly Raw Data”: Log Files and Database Queries As we worked to develop these tools, we interviewed a number of faculty members and instructional multimedia technology specialists to see what features they might want. A few noted, in effect, “While I’d probably use your tools for my initial exploration, I really want access to the raw data for my final analysis”. Viewing the log files is another means of analyzing the information available in our database. The log file can be downloaded in CSV format or viewed online. CSV files can be viewed in many spreadsheet programs. Online viewing allows for the creation of links and the ability to link between the various Clio Analysis tools. One can sort and select the data chronologically or by any other information displayed.

Because the data are stored in a relational database, we also expect to provide a mechanism for direct database queries using SQL. However, that remains a future goal.

3 Extended Example

Let us consider a sample session in which one uses Clio’s Assistants to explore students Web use. Professor Peabody is interested in studying where and how his students find their information for a particular assignment. Peabody asked his students to turn on Clio while searching for answers on the Web. (For issues of privacy, he first discusses the uses of Clio with the students and obtains their permission.) Several days later, the professor has his students turn in their solutions to their assignments as well as stop using Clio. He then accesses the analysis tools with his favorite Web browser and begins using Clio’s Assistants.
Peabody begins by viewing the log files of his students. The information presented to him appears as a series of rows with information about each page the students visited. Having received permission to correlate homework scores with student identifiers, Peabody notes that Student 5 did a wonderful job on his homework and he now views the log file just for Student 5. Because Peabody believes that the log file contains the most information, he begins there. A quick scan of the beginning of the file shows that Student 5 spent a lot of time on the reference pages. However, as Peabody jumps to the end of the file, he sees that most of the entries there are for examples. Two questions quickly arise: Did Student 5’s exploration change over time and what kinds of pages did Student 5 use most, the early reference pages or the later example pages?

The second question is perhaps the best place to start. Professor Peabody selects the Bar Chart tool and asks for a comparison of number of visits vs. classification. Both examples and reference pages appear quite frequently. However, Professor Peabody is stunned to see that the most-visited classification was “Course Front Door” and the second most-visited classification was “Search Engine”. Two new questions arise: Why did Student 5 revisit the course front door again and again? Was he lost in cyberspace? Perhaps more importantly, why did Student 5 use search engines so frequently?

Peabody asks for summary statistics for Student 5 on the front door. He sees that the average time spent on the page is less then twenty seconds and that the most common referring page is “no referrer”. What does that mean? It probably means that Student 5 makes it a habit to jump back to the start of the course web when moving on to new information. Perhaps Student 5 likes to ground his exploration from a comfortable place. A quick check of the directed graph shows a pattern that looks very much like what he postulated: lots of long straight trails that begin with the front door. Is this answer conclusive? No, the best way to find out more is to speak with the student, as in the work described in (Jones and Berger 1996).

Now Professor Peabody wonders what the student was searching for outside of the course web. He sets up a pattern to request all sequences of the form “Search Engine, Results Page, Any Other Page”. He expects that by scanning the pages received, he will obtain additional information on what kinds of things Student 5 was looking for. He notices two things. First, that many of the search results that Student 5 selected are within his course web. That suggests that the student is just using the search engine to find pages with the course web. Is that an indication that the links on his pages aren’t good, or that Student 5 prefers to search rather than to use links? Another reason to talk to the student. The other thing Professor Peabody notices is that many of the other results are all within a certain domain. It’s probably worth exploring whether he should make direct links to those pages.

Before going on to other things, Peabody decides to revisit the question of whether students need a search engine to find pages within his course web. He looks through all students for the pattern “Search Engine, Results Page, Page in My Course Web”. He finds that Student 5 is the only student who uses that pattern. Now it’s time to consider whether or not that’s a technique he should suggest to other students.

4 Conclusions

Most discussions of the World Wide Web in education focus on the direct benefits the Web provides for students: Easier access to material, ability to explore material at the speed and in the manner that best suits the student, availability of a greater variety of materials. Project Clio provides a very different benefit: Clio’s goal is to help faculty understand, through data analysis, the pattern and personality of students’ usage of the World Wide Web. For Clio to fully assist in the analysis of data, Clio must allow the analyst to explore the various patterns of learning that individuals undergo. Such learning patterns include: active and passive approaches to discovery (Dufresne and Turcotte 1997) and different searching methods (Jones and Berger 1996). By providing a suite of tools that take learning styles into account, we are expanding the boundaries of this underdeveloped area of research. We hope that once scholars are able to identify successful patterns, those patterns can be incorporated into Web sites and taught to less successful students.

The greatest strengths of the Clio’s Assistants tool suite are: (1) the diversity of tools available; (2) the interconnectedness of the tools, which permits the results of one tool to be used in another; (3) the ability to record information for a number of students on arbitrary sites, (4) the customizability of the tools, particularly the directed graph tool; (5) the support for information not commonly available, such as time on page and the use of multiple windows; and (6) the richness of the pattern matching language.
5 Future Goals

The first goal of the Clio team is to try the tools in a real classroom situation. We are currently negotiating with some faculty to classify their pages and require their students to use Clio. However, such trials require a more robust version of Web Raveler (currently under development) and a careful consideration of the impact on students. We expect to gather our first data in Fall 2002 and analyze it in the subsequent semester.

Many of the Clio Assistant tools need to be expanded. For example, the Log File tool should be expanded to allow an analyst to select portions of the log file so as to "dig in" to particular parts or patterns. For example, one might first select just the entries for a particular day, then just a particular classification. At the more advanced end of the spectrum, we are hoping to animate the directed graphs so that one can see the graph expand over time, providing an alternative to the slideshow and giving another node characteristic (that is, when the node appears on the screen). We also expect that an animated directed graph will help reveal important aspects of sessions in which students return to certain pages repeatedly.

We are also considering other appropriate tools. As suggested earlier, we are considering ways to give direct SQL access to the data and looking for interesting queries that one might want to make using SQL. We are also considering whether it might be appropriate to present logs in some form of 3-dimensional "world", in which there would be additional opportunities to represent attributes of pages and links (Kmiec et al. 2002). Since the current tools rely on the intuition of those using the tools to find patterns, we are also looking at ways to use data-mining techniques to automatically find patterns (Pinchback et al. 2002).

Finally, we need to consider some subtle issues in more depth. For example, there is a question as to whether a page can receive multiple classifications. For the purpose of the pattern-matching tool, it makes sense to permit a page to be classified in many ways. However, for the directed graph tool, it seems that only one classification can be used at a time (if an example is red and a page about topic X is green, what color should an example about topic X be?). We expect that these kinds of issues will be revealed and clarified as the Clio Assistants are used by a variety of analysts.
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